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Lieutenant GARRAN is cited for meritorious achievement while participating in aerial flight as Copilot aboard Coast Guard 
HH-60 CGNR 6021 on 20 October 2002. From Cold Bay, Alaska, the crew immediately responded to the distress call resulting 

from an explosion onboard the 180-foot F/V GALAXY with 26 people on board, located 35 miles south of St Paul Island. 
Enroute, Lieutenant GARRAN provided critical input in preparation for anticipated contingencies. Assisting in coordinating 

the activities of three Good Samaritan vessels, Lieutenant GARRAN's efforts enabled 18 of the mariners to be rescued. 

Arriving on scene, the remaining crew of F/V GALAXY was found trapped on the stern and bow of the blazing ship, which 

was almost completely engulfed in flames with the decks bubbling from the immense heat. To rescue the last five 
crewmembers onboard the burning vessel, Lieutenant GARRAN conducted the demanding hoists from left seat while fireballs 

erupted from the hull. To minimize danger to the aircraft and crew, she deftly maneuvered the aircraft away from the vessel 

as the crew reassessed the situation. Due to the danger with approaching the vessel, strong gusting winds, and notification 
that the smoke from the vessel was potentially toxic, the Aircraft Commander elected to conduct basket hoists of the 

survivors from the water, assisted by the rescue swimmer. Lieutenant GARRAN capably positioned the helicopter to recover 

all five F/V GALAXY crewmembers. Maneuvering next to recover a hypothermic survivor from the F/V CLIPPER EXPRESS, 
the helicopter experienced a flight stabilization systems failure. With a degraded aircraft and the vessel's 60-foot mast 

tossing below, the Aircraft Commander directed Lieutenant GARRAN to maintain altitude control during the night hoist while 

the Aircraft Commander focused on the helicopter's movements over the rolling vessel. Lieutenant GARRAN's actions, 

aeronautical skill, and valor were instrumental in saving the lives of these mariners. Her courage, judgment, and devotion 
to duty are most heartily commended and are in keeping with the highest traditions of the United States Coast Guard.  


